
The thesis aims at reflection of Lima in several pieces of literary work by Peruvian writer Julio Ramón
Ribeyro: two novels Geniecillos dominicales and Cambio de guardia and chosen stories from his early
work.
Lima appeared in Peruvian literature even before, but it was Ribeyra who achieved to depict Lima´s
atmosphere thanks to his using modern techniques, which he acquired by reading European authors. He
does not focus only on simple description of the city as the place where the characters meet and
influence one another. On the contrary, descriptive scenes are in his work rare. They are mostly written
in phrases without active verbs - this technique reminds us of film shots. A reader gets to know the
characters according to their acting and expressions as well as according to the places where they move
along and habits they keep.
For better orientation, the thesis divides Ribeyro´s view on Lima into three categories: the first
comprises the city itself, with its streets, squares, buildings, means of transport, etc. Ribeyra intended to
catch the changes in Lima in 50´s, the time of great boom of industry, destruction of the old quarters of
the city and construction of the new ones. He shows the nostalgia of the citizens who long for the old
face of Lima, cling to old things and detest all the new and modern.
In the second category there are the citizens of Lima, for whom the 50´s represented a really hard time,
the time of many changes in their existing security. Many people lost their jobs, they had to seek new
ones, new people from provinces were flowing into the city, settling down, bringing along new
traditions and the language with new expressions, and were mixing with the old Lima dwellers. The
typical character who appears in the majority of Ribeyro´s stories and novels is a cast-away.


